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cover image installation view: 2016 Adelaide Biennial of Australia Art: 
Magic Object featuring Kate Rohde, Ornament Crimes, 2015, Art Gallery of 

South Australia, Adelaide. Photo: Saul Steed

ABOUT THIS INTERPRETIVE RESOURCE
The 2016 Adelaide Biennial of Australian Art titled Magic Object is the fourteenth iteration of this major 
exhibition which was first established in 1990. The most ambitious Adelaide Biennial yet, Magic Object 
unfolds across an unprecedented number of venues in Adelaide, including the Art Gallery, Anne & Gordon 
Samstag Museum of Art at UniSA, JamFactory, Carrick Hill and the Santos Museum of Economic Botany in 
the Adelaide Botanic Gardens. 

Ranging in age from 27 to 105 years, the 2016 Adelaide Biennial includes the following artists:

Abdul-Rahman Abdullah, Glenn Barkley, Chris Bond, Pepai Jangala Carroll, Tarryn Gill, Louise Haselton, 
Juz Kitson, Loongkoonan, Fiona McMonagle, Danie Mellor, Clare Milledge, Tom Moore, Nell, Ramesh Mario-
Nithiyendran, Bluey Roberts, Kate Rohde, Gareth Sansom, Robyn Stacey, Garry Stewart and the Australian 
Dance Theatre, Jacqui Stockdale, Heather B. Swann, Hiromi Tango, Roy Wiggan, Tiger Yaltangki and 
Michael Zavros.

Selected exhibiting artists have been profiled in this resource. The activities suggested in this resource link 
with the Australian Curriculum: Arts (Visual arts) through the stands of Responding and Making, and can 
be utilised as a starting point to further explore the issues and themes presented in Magic Object and to 
extend learning. 

Some of the ways that students can learn more about contemporary art include:

 ϐ responding by using eyes, ears and imaginations

 ϐ discussing how and why works are made (and displayed)

 ϐ investigating the diversity of its contemporary forms

 ϐ exploring varieties of techniques and materials

 ϐ sharing what is seen as an audience

 ϐ making by experimenting with new or familiar materials to tell their own story.

The varied learning opportunities presented in the exhibition align with the Australian Curriculum including 
the Cross-curriculum priority areas of Sustainability, Asia and Australia’s Engagement with Asia, Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander Histories and Cultures, and supports the General capabilities of building Critical 
and Creative Thinking and Ethical Understanding.

Teachers are advised to consider the Acceptable Use Policy and visit the DECD social 
media policy and guidelines which support staff to effectively use and manage 

social media. It is also advisable to revisit permissions and cybersafety protocols 
when using social media which are outlined in the document Keeping Kids Safe 

in a Connected World.

The resource has been developed by Kylie Neagle,  
Head of Arts, Trinity College Senior, South Australia
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PRIMARY  

Responding 

 ϐ Nell’s objects have the ability to suggest double 
meanings such as ‘life and death’ or ‘happiness 
and sadness’ or ‘light and dark’. Find another 
work of art in Magic Object that is both ‘happy 
and sad’ or ‘light and dark’. Discuss your selection 
with a partner. 

 ϐ Look closely at The Wake. How do you think Nell 
has made these hollow sculptures? 

Making

 ϐ Using a piece of fruit as inspiration for your 
basic shape, create a hollow sculpture from 
clay. Exaggerate the features and add unique 

patterns or textures to give your object a 
personality of its own. 

NELL – THE WAKE 
Nell has a fascination with death rituals, in particular Haniwa, the Japanese tomb ornaments 

that were arranged around a burial site to protect the dead but also drive away evil. 

Nell’s installation titled The Wake (2014–16) includes numerous hand-built ceramic forms, some of 
which emulate Haniwa. Imbued with expressions of humour and sorrow, these objects are adorned 
with symbols that include lightning bolts, smiley faces and tears – symbols that are not only of 
personal significance to the artist but are understood across many cultures.  

image: Japan, Kofun period 250-538 CE, Haniwa dog, c. 6th 
century earthenware, 34.8 x 50.4 x 21.2 cm, The Gwinnett 
Collection, Art Gallery of South Australia, Adelaide

image: Nell, The Wake, 2014–16, mixed media, dimensions variable. 
Courtesy the artist, Roslyn Oxley9 Gallery, Sydney, and STATION, 
Melbourne

SECONDARY 

Responding

 ϐ In pairs, investigate the death rituals and funerary 
ornaments of four other cultures. What do these 
objects have in common?  

 ϐ Nell’s work is imbued with humour and sorrow. 
They also reference our mortality. After visiting  
The Wake, spend time in the Memento Mori  
room in Gallery 16 of the Melrose Wing at the  
Art Gallery. Find other examples where artists 
have used humour in their representations 
of mortality. Sketch your favourite work and 
annotate your drawing to communicate the 
artist’s approach.

Making  

 ϐ Identify the symbols used in Nell’s work. What 
do these symbols represent? List where you have 
seen them before. Design your own symbol to 
represent the person you are. 

 ϐ After looking at The Wake by Nell also view the 
sixth-century Haniwa from Japan in Gallery 16 
and Guardians by Tarryn Gill on display in Magic 
Object at the Anne & Gordon Samstag Museum 
of Art. 

 ϐ Traditionally, the Haniwa hollow forms are 
intended to protect the recently departed in 
the afterlife. Create your own funerary object 
from either clay or soft material such as recycled 
fabric, stockings, foam and buttons. What will  
be the distinctive features of your sculpture?  
How might it protect you?

1



image detail: Artist Nell with her work The wake, 2014–16. photo: John Montesi

KEY LITERACY WORDS If you could possess a 
magic power, what 

would it be and why? 

How would you use this 
power to help humanity? 

THINK & 
DISCUSS

 ϐ Symbolism

 ϐ Balance 

 ϐ Ritual

 ϐ Funerary object 

 ϐ Haniwa

 ϐ Memento mori

 ϐ Texture 

 ϐ Colour 

RESOURCES

https://www.facebook.com/Nellbunny/ 

http://adelaidereview.com.au/arts/adelaide-
biennial-2016/

http://www.freundevonfreunden.com/
interviews/nell/

AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM 

General capabilities 

 ϐ Literacy 

 ϐ Critical and Creative Thinking 

 ϐ Personal and Social Capability 

Cross-curriculum priorities 

 ϐ Sustainability 

 ϐ Asia and Australia’s Engagement  
with Asia 

 ϐ Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
Histories and Stories 
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PRIMARY  

Responding 

 ϐ Imagine touching the surface of the ceramics 
in this installation. Describe what the sensation 
might be like. 

 ϐ Glenn Barkley is paying tribute to the Danish 
physician and collector Ole Worm. Find out 
more about Worm and why his collection was so 
well known. As a class, list some of the items he 
collected. Do we still collect these objects today? 

 ϐ Worm collected objects in the seventeenth 
century, similar to how the Art Gallery and the 
South Australian Museum continue to collect 
and preserve objects. Why do you think it is 
important to collect and preserve objects and 
works of art in this way? What objects do you 
collect?

image: Glenn Barkley, Iznik Ignatz Potz, 2015, earthenware,  
7 pieces, various sizes, installation dimensions variable; 
Private collection, Sydney. Courtesy the artist and Utopia Art 
Sydney Sydney.

GLENN BARKLEY – TEMPLE OF THE WORM 
In his installation Temple of the Worm (2016), Sydney-based artist Glenn Barkley pays 

homage to the seventeenth-century Danish physician and collector, Ole Worm, whose 
Wunderkammer, named Museum Wormianum, encompassed an extraordinary array of objects 

Barkley’s tribute to Worm can be found in his decision to craft his own space – his own room of 
wonders – populated by ceramics with worm-like surfaces. 

In the words of catalogue essayist Ted Snell, ‘ordering information, linking ideas, arranging objects 
and images, creating new relationships, all these elements are at the core of the creative process,  
and all are used to impart a message or to engage the viewer in pondering our relationship to objects 
and their potential to shape our lives’. For Barkley, ceramics and collage are the key tools in this 
creative process.

image: Glenn Barkley, Carbuncle pot with drooping polyp 
(with Lyn Havilah), from The Museum of the Worm, 2015–16, 
earthenware,stoneware, collage, enamel, synthetic polymer 
paint, timber, dimensions variable. Courtesy theartist and 
Utopia Art Sydney. photo: Document Photography Sydney

Making 

 ϐ Look again at Barkley’s installation. Look carefully 
for things that resemble parts of an animal or 
plant. Later, sketch the details you remember. 
Create your own work of art by combining these 
sketches.

 ϐ Collect a range of mark-making tools such as 
toothpicks, combs, straws, pencils, wire etc. 
Create a pinch-pot using clay or plasticine. 
Experiment with the various tools to make 
textured surfaces as Barkley has done. You 
might like to research animal or insect tracks and 
replicate these patterns in your work.     

3



KEY LITERACY WORDS

 ϐ Collect 

 ϐ Preserve 

 ϐ Texture

 ϐ Tactile

 ϐ Installation 

RESOURCES

http://www.utopiaartsydney.com.au/
artworks.php?artistID=63-Glenn%20Barkley

http://sydneycontemporary.com.au/
collecting-ceramics-with-glenn-barkley/

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ole_Worm

http://www.moma.org/interactives/
exhibitions/2008/wunderkammer/flashsite/

AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM 

General capabilities 

 ϐ Literacy 

 ϐ Numeracy 

 ϐ Information and Communication 
Technology 

 ϐ Critical and Creative Thinking 

 ϐ Personal and Social Capability 

 ϐ Ethical Understanding 

Cross-curriculum priorities 

 ϐ Sustainability 

 ϐ Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
Histories and Stories 

SECONDARY 

Responding 

 ϐ As you wander through the Art Gallery, you may 
notice objects and artefacts that are more closely 
associated with a traditional museum display. 
Brainstorm with a partner the roles of a museum 
and art gallery. Invent a list of guidelines for 
collecting items for each institution. 

 ϐ Look closely at the ceramic objects in this 
installation. How does Barkley juxtapose multiple 
forms, yet unify the subject of his work?  

 ϐ Ole Worm collected specimens, scientific 
equipment and ethnographic materials. The 
intention was to learn from these objects in 
an attempt to understand the world. How do 
works of art assume a similar role? What can 
we learn about people and places from 
looking at art? Refer specifically to 
the Greek vases in Gallery 12 in the 
Melrose Wing of European Art in your 
case study. Compare the similarities 
of these objects with Barkley’s work. 

 ϐ Catalogue essayist Ted Snell explains 
that ‘curiosity about history, reclaimed and 
redefined, is the catalyst for creating new works 
using old techniques, works that prompt us to 
shift our position and seek new understandings 
that situate the past in a reconfigured 
present’. When considering how Indigenous 
artefacts were ‘collected’ by European colonisers 
in Australia, how could a contemporary work 
of art prompt us to ‘shift our position and seek 
new understandings?’ Discuss this as a class by 
referring to the work of contemporary Indigenous 
artists.

 ϐ Look at the frontispiece engraving of the Museum 
Wormianum from 1655. Compare the way 
galleries and museums of today display their 
objects with Worm’s approach in the Museum 
Wormianum? 

Making  

 ϐ Collect a range of patterned objects from 
the natural environment. Use these to make 
impressions in clay or take a relief print of its 
surface. Create a body of work where those 
objects or specimens are ‘frozen’ in time.

 ϐ Use the frontispiece engraving of the Museum 
Wormianum as a source of inspiration to create 
a new object to pay tribute to Worm in the way 
Barkley has in his installation Temple of the Worm.  

If money were no object, 
what objects would 
you collect in your own 

Wunderkammer? 

image detail: Ole Worm’s cabinet of curiosities, from 
‘’Museum Wormianum’’, 1655.

THINK & 
DISCUSS

4
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PRIMARY  

Responding 

 ϐ Why do you think Zavros has titled this work  
The Phoenix? What features remind you of a bird?  

 ϐ Imagine you are the phoenix in this painting; use 
your body to assume its shape and position.

 ϐ Look carefully at Paul Storr and John Flaxman’s 
Dessert stand (1812–13) and Henry Steiner’s 
Adelaide Hunt Club Cup 1883 (1883), which 
feature in The Phoenix. Why do you think the 
artist has selected these objects to paint? Use the 
key words on the following page to help support 
your answer. 

 ϐ Several artists in Magic Object have made work 
that could be described as zoomorphic. Before 
researching this word further, break down the 
word into smaller parts and look closely at the 
word. What do you think this word might mean? 
Find a work by another artist that could be 
described as zoomorphic.    

Making

Zavros’s work recalls the European tradition of 
still life painting, while also creating a zoomorphic 
quality. The blooms and the objects rendered in 
such magnificent detail have been assembled to 
resemble a creature that may magically awaken 
from the canvas and suddenly take flight.

 ϐ Using multiple images of plants and flowers, 
create a collage of a bird or magical creature.  

SECONDARY 

Responding 

 ϐ How has Zavros achieved balance in his work? 
Provide evidence for your opinion. You may 
also discuss space, contrast, emphasis, unity, 
movement, rhythm or pattern in your response. 

 ϐ Walk through the permanent collection of the 
Melrose and Elder Wings at the Art Gallery.  
Select a still life painting that appeals to you. 
Use The Phoenix and your chosen work of art to 
debate the following claim: 

The tradition of still life painting has changed  
over time.

MICHAEL ZAVROS – THE PHOENIX 
Illusion lies at the heart of the practice of Queensland artist Michael Zavros. Recalling the 

fifth-century Greek fable of Zeuxis and Parrhasius, in which the two artists duelled to deceive 
each other and their viewers through the act of realistic painting, Zavros’s paintings are not 

what they first seem.  Zavros carefully selects blooms and decorative objects before arranging, 
photographing and painting them. His meticulously rendered works are so realistic that, like Zeuxis’s 
grapes in the Greek fable, they fool the viewer’s eye and remind us that the act of painting is in fact an 
act of deception. 

image detail: Michael Zavros works on The Phoenix

image: Michael Zavros, The Phoenix, 2015–16, oil on canvas,  
200 x 220cm. Courtesy the artist, Startkwhite, Auckland and 
Philip Bacon Galleries, Brisbane.
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KEY LITERACY WORDS 

 ϐ Still life

 ϐ Zoomorphic 

 ϐ Positive and negative space

 ϐ Texture 

 ϐ Surface 

 ϐ Line 

 ϐ Pattern 

 ϐ Form 

 ϐ Material

 ϐ Hyperrealism 

 ϐ Balance 

 ϐ Emphasis 

RESOURCES

http://www.michaelzavros.com 

http://www.eyelinepublishing.com/
eyeline-73/article/conversation

https://www.facebook.com/Michael-Zavros-
Artist-118522104872977/ 

AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM 

General capabilities 

 ϐ Literacy 

 ϐ Numeracy 

 ϐ Information and Communication 
Technology 

 ϐ Critical and Creative Thinking 

 ϐ Personal and Social Capability

If you could be any animal  
you desire, which would 
you be and why? 

THINK & 
DISCUSS

Making  

 ϐ Photograph an object that is 
important to you. Ensure your image 
is clear and sharp. Using the grid 
method, sketch up your object onto 
a canvas. Using fine brushstrokes and 
working in small sections, paint your own 
hyperreal image. 

HINT: Consider the balance of positive and 
negative space. You may wish to leave your 

background white to emphasise your object. 

 ϐ Manipulate this photograph in 
Photoshop to create a zoomorphic 

image. 

image: Michael Zavros works on The Phoenix

6
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DANIE MELLOR – ON A NONCORREOLATIONIST 
THOUGHT I–XIV 

Danie Mellor’s works on paper explore our relationship with the natural world. Nature – the world 
and its matter, whether alive or not – becomes a magic object. The lush rainforest vegetation, 

created in the artist’s now signature blue-and-white palette, seduces and ensnares the viewer.

With Aboriginal and Anglo-Australian heritage, Mellor draws upon Western traditions and Indigenous 
cultural perspectives to create imagery that suggests many ways of approaching the meaning of our 
environment. 

PRIMARY  

Responding 

Indigenous Australians lived sustainably for at least 
50,000 years prior to European colonisation, which 
has impacted upon Australia’s Indigenous people 
and the environment. Danie Mellor provides the 
viewer with a ‘way in’ to understanding our shared 
history. Farming, introduced plant species and the 
logging of rainforests, all a result of colonisation, 
have had a devastating impact on Australia’s natural 
habitat, including the extinction of much fauna and 
flora. 

 ϐ In small groups research one of the topics listed 
above and present your findings to your class. 
Brainstorm suggestions for how we might 
preserve the remaining natural environment and 
its fauna and flora.

 ϐ Look at Mellor’s c-type print On a 
noncorreolationist thought I–XIV and the lantern 
slide of Fern Island, Brisbane Botanical Gardens 
from the Art Gallery’s collection. Despite being 
made approximately 100 years apart, these works 
share similarities. Look closely. What is similar 
about these works? How are they different?  

Making

 ϐ Roll up a piece of paper to create a cylindrical 
viewfinder. Attach this viewfinder to the lens of 
camera or phone. Look through it and select an 
interesting section of the landscape. Use this 
image to paint your own tondo (circular painting).   

image detail: Unknown, Fern Island, Brisbane Botanical Gardens, 
c.1890-1920, Brisbane, lantern slide, 8.3 x 8.2 cm (plate).  
R.J. Noye Collection. Gift of Douglas and Barbara Mullins 2004, 
Art Gallery of South Australia, Adelaide

image: Danie Mellor, On a noncorreolationist thought I–XIV, 
2016, type C print on metallic photographic paper, 14 images, 
dimensions variable, edition of 3. Courtesy the artist, Jan Murphy 
Gallery, Brisbane, and Sophie Gannon Gallery, Melbourne

• Gerry Wedd 
• Ah Xian 
• Ai Wei Wei 
• Robin Best

• Bronwyn Kemp 
• Harumi Nakashima 
• Bouke De Vries

SECONDARY 

Responding 

 ϐ Research the blue-and-white tradition, which is 
believed to have been found in China as early as 
the ninth century, and then became collectible in 
Europe from the seventeenth century onwards. 
Why do you think Mellor uses blue and white to 
respond to Australia’s history and stories? 

 ϐ How have contemporary artists reshaped the 
tradition of blue-and-white patterning, often 
known as the ‘willow pattern’? Compare Mellor’s 
practice with one of the following artists, 
discussing their influences and the concepts 
behind their works:

7



KEY LITERACY WORDS Making 

 ϐ Lantern slides, commonly known as ‘magic 
lanterns’ were used from the seventeenth 
century to educate and entertain. Mellor uses an 
overhead projector in the production of his work. 
By enlarging these images, Mellor highlights the 
Queensland rainforest, creating supernatural 
worlds. Photograph a place that is important 
to you. Using Photoshop, transform this place 
into a mystical blue-and-white world. As a class, 
display your final images on a large wall using 
a data projector. You may wish to exhibit these 
images in a common space inside your school as 
a temporary installation. 

Danie Mellor highlights our unique 
landscape by creating images 

that appear to be from another 
world. 

Imagine travelling 
back in time to 
warn society about 
impending danger 

and environmental 
destruction. 

Which Australian flora or fauna 
would you go back in time to 
protect and why?  

THINK & 
DISCUSS

 ϐ Colonisation

 ϐ Pattern 

 ϐ Contrast

 ϐ Fauna and flora 

 ϐ Landscape 

 ϐ Ancestral stories

 ϐ Installation 

 ϐ Tondo

 ϐ C-type photograph 

 ϐ Viewfinder  

 ϐ Magic lantern

image detail: Artist Danie Mellor in the studio with his work, a universe of things, 2016, mixed media on paper, 
gilding, ochre, 340.0 x 735.0 x 24.0 cm (dimensions variable, work on paper comprising 704 panels 300 x 
735cm); Courtesy the artist, Jan Murphy Gallery, Brisbane and Sophie Gannon Gallery, Melbourne

RESOURCES

http://daniemellor.com 

http://artmuseum.uq.edu.au/filething/
get/11734/Danie-Mellor-Learning-
Resource-2014.pdf

https://www.artlink.com.au/articles/4135/
exotic-lies-sacred-ties-danie-mellor/

AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM 

General capabilities 

 ϐ Literacy 

 ϐ Numeracy 

 ϐ Information and Communication Technology 

 ϐ Critical and Creative Thinking 

 ϐ Personal and Social Capability 

Cross-curriculum priorities 

 ϐ Sustainability 

 ϐ Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander  
Stories and Histories 

 ϐ Asia and Australia’s Engagement  
with Asia 

8
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KATE  ROHDE – ORNAMENT CRIMES 
Kate Rohde’s large cast-resin sculptures and furniture pulsate against the psychedelic  

wall treatments in the Art Gallery’s vestibule during Magic Object. Rohde’s incandescently 
coloured twenty-first-century Wunderkammer resembles the dramatic and excessive decoration 

associated with the baroque style. 

Selecting synthetic rather than natural materials, Rohde, who is based in Melbourne, questions the 
traditional practices of collecting natural history specimens and the power assigned to these items in 
traditional cabinets of curiosity. With its zoomorphic elements and daring colour, Rohde’s installation 
exudes a theatricality that is both wild and hypnotic.

PRIMARY  

Responding 

 ϐ Spend time looking at the work in the vestibule. 
List as many different objects and animals as you 
can see. Compare your list with those of others in 
your class. Now look again. What did you miss?

 ϐ What colours has Rohde used in this work? 
Where have you seen this combination of 

colours before? Where else inside the 
Art Gallery are these colours used? 

SECONDARY 

Responding 

 ϐ Share your initial response to Rohde’s installation 
with your peers. How did it make you feel? What 
is it about the work that made you respond in 
that way? 

 ϐ If this work had a taste, what would it be sweet or 
sour? Explain your response.

 ϐ Compare Rohde’s sculptures with Michael 
Zavros’s paintings in Magic Object. Make a list of 
similarities and differences. Consider the visual 
qualities of the work and the materials used. 

Making 

 ϐ In the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, 
scientists often relied on artists to create 
botanical illustrations of flowers and plants, which 
later led to the making of large papier mâché 
models for scientific use. Compare these models 
with the plant life in Rohde’s installation. Select a 
plant found in your local environment and create 
an enlarged and brightly coloured version using 
papier mâché or modelling clay. 

TIP: You might like to visit the Museum of 
Economic Botany to view the papier mâché 
apples, mushrooms and pears for some 
inspiration. 

 ϐ Using plastic moulds, create multiple plaster 
casts. Paint these forms in bright colours and 
assemble them to create a large zoomorphic 
collaborative installation.

TIP: Experiment with a variety of different shapes 
and objects. Silicon cake or muffin moulds or any 
plastic disposable items are ideal for this activity. 

WATCH: Kate Rohde casting resin (see link to 
website on following page). 

Making

 ϐ Create a vessel from clay with zoomorphic 
qualities. Add an animal feature such as a tail 
for a handle or feet for the base, morphing this 
feature into the body of the object so that it 
appears to be a natural extension. 

 ϐ Visit the South Australian Museum or the Museum 
of Economic Botany in the Adelaide Botanic 
Garden. Select a specimen or object on display. 
Recreate it using clay or found materials. Use 
bright colours to transform this traditional 
specimen into a highly decorative form. Display 
your objects in class. 

installation view: 2016 Adelaide Biennial of Australia Art: Magic 
Object featuring Kate Rohde, Ornament Crimes, 2015, Art Gallery 
of South Australia, Adelaide. Photo: Saul Steed
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Kate Rohde questions the 
traditional practices of 

collecting natural history 
specimens. 

What Australian 
flora and fauna, not 

currently conserved, do 
you think need protection 

and preservation?

KEY LITERACY WORDS 

THINK & 
DISCUSS

 ϐ Zoomorphic 

 ϐ Cast 

 ϐ Specimen

 ϐ Baroque 

 ϐ Decorative 

 ϐ Mould 

 ϐ Scale 

installation view: 2016 Adelaide Biennial of Australia Art: Magic Object featuring Kate Rohde, Ornament Crimes, 2015, 
Art Gallery of South Australia, Adelaide. Photo: Saul Steed

RESOURCES

http://www.katerohde.com 

http://www.ngv.vic.gov.au/multimedia/41838/

http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/

AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM 

General capabilities 

 ϐ Literacy 

 ϐ Numeracy 

 ϐ Critical and Creative Thinking 

 ϐ Personal and Social Capability 

 ϐ Ethical Understanding 

Cross-curriculum priorities 

 ϐ Sustainability 

 ϐ Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
Histories and Stories 

10
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ROBYN  STACEY – CAMERA OBSCURA   
Using the camera obscura, Robyn Stacey depicts the city of Adelaide as it has never been 

seen before. The camera obscura, which translated from the Latin means ‘dark room’, is an 
optical device of wonder, whereby the external world is trapped and inverted within the room. 

In this ongoing project, Stacey has selected many sites across the city, including Carrick Hill, the 
SAHMRI Building, The Cedars, Parliament House, Port Adelaide, the Brookman Building at the 
University of South Australia and the South Australian Institute Building, converting these spaces into 
temporary camera obscura. These seven locations have been transformed into a magical theatre, 
whereby the world outside becomes a magic object.  

PRIMARY  

Responding 

 ϐ Use Stacey’s camera obscura photographs as 
a prompt to demonstrate how light travels in a 
straight path. 

 ϐ Look at the sites depicted in Stacey’s 
photographs. Other than being taken in Adelaide, 
what do these places have in common? 

Making

 ϐ Make your own camera obscura.  
http://www.pinholephotography.org/camera%20
obscurer.htm 

 ϐ Aim the pinhole toward an interesting building at 
your school. If you move closer or further away, 
does this image change? In what way does this 
image differ from the building itself? 

 ϐ Using the camera obscura, draw the basic shapes 
and lines on the building. After removing the 
paper, you may use this sketch for the basis of 
a larger piece with an emphasis on one or two 
point perspective.  

 ϐ As a class, research the significant advancements 
in photographic processes that have occurred 
since the invention of the camera in the 1800s 
to the present day. In pairs select a technique 
or camera. As a class, create a visual timeline 
to illustrate the variations of approaches to 
photography. Create a replica of the camera or 
process from that era. 

TEACHER TIP: When examining the invention of 
the Kodak Box Brownie students might:

• Research a photographer who used the 
Brownie. Find examples of his/her work 
and compare how the visual quality of the 
photographs differs from today’s digital prints.  

• Appropriate images from that era (consider 
style, colour or composition). Students may 
use Photoshop to re-create. 

• Re-create a replica Brownie 

• Present in their classroom, a physical timeline 
of photography using the images and objects 
created as a result of their research. 

image detail: Robyn Stacey, The Studio, The Cedars, 
2015, type C print, 110 x 143.5cm. Courtesy of the artist, 
Stills Gallery, Sydney, and Jan Manton Art, Brisbane

image detail: Robyn Stacey, King William Room, 
Parliament House, 2015, type C print, 110 x 146.7cm. 
Courtesy the artist, Stills Gallery, Sydney,  
and Jan Manton Art, Brisbane
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SECONDARY 

Responding 

 ϐ Stacey has included The Cedars, 
home to Hans Heysen after 1912, in 
her series. Red Gold by Hans Heysen 
depicts the junction between Hahndorf 
and Mt Barker, not far from The Cedars. Light 
plays an important part in both artists’ practice. 
Although the photographic process has often 
been referred to as ‘painting with light’, Heysen 
was well renowned for capturing the beauty of 
early morning light with paint. In groups discuss 
how light is a fundamental component in the 
work of Heysen and Stacey. 

 ϐ In the artist’s own words, these bewildering 
photographs become ‘a mash-up of inside and 
outside’. In pairs, select one photograph by 
Stacey and discuss the connection between the 
outside scene and the building interior?

Making  

 ϐ Both Heysen and Stacey have captured the 
Australian landscape, emphasising the grandeur 
of the eucalyptus trees. Instead of looking 
wide, like Heysen and Stacey, look closer. 
Take a photograph of a eucalyptus tree. Use 
a viewfinder to crop your image, highlighting 
texture and colour. Use your photo as a reference 
for a larger painting.        

 ϐ Record a soundscape to accompany Stacey’s 
works. This sound may include spoken text, a 
poem or your own free writing to complement 
the imagery.   

Imagine the world without 
digital cameras. How 
would our lives benefit as  

a result? 

KEY LITERACY WORDS 

 ϐ Camera obscura

 ϐ Perspective 

 ϐ Landscape 

 ϐ Light 

 ϐ View finder

 ϐ Composition 

 ϐ Vanishing point 

 ϐ Lens 

 ϐ Colour 

 ϐ Texture 

 ϐ Sound 

 ϐ Atmosphere 

RESOURCES

https://www.museumofbrisbane.com.au/
whats-on/robyn-stacey-cloud-land/ 

http://infinitedictionary.com/
blog/2015/04/08/the-magic-of-a-dark-
chamber-the-camera-obscura/ 

https://www.artlink.com.au/articles/4421/
robyn-stacey-cloud-land/ 

The Cedars  
http://www.hansheysen.com.au 

How to make a camera obscura 
http://www.abc.net.au/local/
videos/2008/10/09/2386630.htm 

AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM 

General capabilities 

 ϐ Literacy 

 ϐ Numeracy 

 ϐ Information and Communication 
Technology 

 ϐ Critical and Creative Thinking

THINK & 
DISCUSS
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PRIMARY  

Responding 

 ϐ Why do you think the Art Gallery decided to 
commission such a large public sculpture for 
display outside the exhibition space? Have 
you experienced a work of art in this location 
previously? 

 ϐ List all of the components – animal, human 
or vegetable – you can see in Tom Moore’s 

Magnified planktonic self. Sketch your 
favourite of these quickly to capture  

its shape.

TOM MOORE – MAGNIFIED PLANKTONIC SELF 
In the 2016 Adelaide Biennial of Australian Art Tom Moore is everywhere. His work is on 

display at the Art Gallery of South Australia, the Santos Museum of Economic Botany at the 
Adelaide Botanic Garden and at JamFactory. He even has a work, titled Magnified Planktonic Self, 

on North Terrace. This work was made initially as a drawing, and then blown and hot-worked in glass, 
before a perverse reversal into an enormous inflatable plastic sculpture. 

Moore is fascinated with hybridity, mutation and our environment. Plant–birds, tree–cars, flaming 
pickles and potato–fish merge the animal, mineral and vegetable worlds. They charm us, but also 
reveal a world at risk. Like the marvellous metamorphic objects crafted by hand and by nature in the 
sixteenth-century Wunderkammer, Tom Moore’s sculptures often appear to be one thing, but are 
really another.

 ϐ Using the key words provided below,  
craft a sentence about Moore’s work.  
Take turns around the room with each student 
reading aloud their sentence.

 ϐ The exhibition’s texts introduce the idea of the 
Wunderkammer and describe it as a place where 
unusual objects could be found. In groups find 
out what you can about the Wunderkammer. 
Research what the word means and where this 
idea originated.

 ϐ In groups brainstorm what makes a successful 
public sculpture? Stage a debate in your class 
arguing the pros and cons for public sculpture.

Making

 ϐ Play the Surrealist exquisite corps game, whereby 
you make a drawing and conceal it before passing 
the paper to a friend for them to continue. Once 
the page is full, open the drawing and identify its 
animal, mineral or vegetable components.

 ϐ Place a collection of random words in a hat.  
You may choose to select words inspired by 
Moore’s sculpture. Choose three words each 
and use these as initial prompts for a collage or 
drawing.

 ϐ South Australia has four marine parks designed to 
protect animals, plants and their habitats. In 2014 
the South Australian Government implemented 
fishing restrictions in sanctuary zones to help to 
protect breeding grounds. Research the plants 
and animals that exist in our local environment. 
Select five features from these animals and create 
a new hybrid species using either clay or found 
materials. Display your sculptures in a classroom 
Wunderkammer.

image: Tom Moore, Magnified Planktonic Self, 2015, hot-joined, 
blown and solid glass, silver leaf, wood, 55 x 30 x 28cm. Courtesy 
the artist and THIS IS NO FANTASY + Dianne Tanzer Gallery, 
Melbourne. photo: Grant Hancock
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SECONDARY 

Responding 

 ϐ Using Tom Moore’s inflatable Magnified 
planktonic self as your case study conduct a class 
debate:

Works of art should remain inside an  
art gallery
or
Art is in the thinking not the making

 ϐ Using the Adelaide City Council Public Art 
guidelines as a case study, research what is 
required when designing, developing and 
installing public art. Share your research with 
your class and together discuss the prominent 
public art in Adelaide. You may wish to begin with 
Bert Flugelmann’s Spheres in Rundle Mall.

Making 

 ϐ In 2014, Ian Strange exhibited his work Landed in 
the Adelaide Biennial of Australian Art. Located 
on North Terrace, this work consisted of an entire 
house constructed to look as though it had 
landed from outer space. Find examples of this 
work and public responses to it.

 ϐ In 2016, Moore’s Magnified Planktonic Self adorns 
the front of the Gallery. Unlike Landed, this work 
is soft and light-hearted. Compare the two works, 
discussing their strengths and weaknesses in 
terms of public art.

 ϐ Imagine it is 2018 and YOU have been selected 
to create a temporary work for North Terrace. 
Consider who you will need to help you, the best 
materials to use and how your work will sit in the 
context of the existing buildings. 

Begin by:

• Researching other examples of public art.

• Completing a series of thumbnail sketches 
that include the dominant architecture on the 
site and consider scale and proportion.

• Creating either a 3D maquette or 2D 
Photoshop mock-up of your work.

installation view: 2014 Adelaide Biennial of 
Australian Art: Dark Heart featuring  
Ian Strange, Landed, 2014, Art Gallery of  
South Australia, Adelaide. Photo: Saul Steed

Installation view: 2016 Adelaide Biennial of Australian Art:  
Magic Object featuring Tom Moore, Magnified Planktonic Self,  
Art Gallery of South Australia, Adelaide. Photo: Saul Steed
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Imagine a world where there 
is no public art. Describe 

how this would impact on 
communities.

or

Consider a site 
anywhere in the 

world that would 
benefit from a work of 

public art. Describe what  
the work would look like and 

the impact that it would have.

KEY LITERACY WORDS 

 ϐ Commission

 ϐ Proportion 

 ϐ Surface 

 ϐ Hybrid

 ϐ Metamorphosis

 ϐ Humour

 ϐ Texture 

 ϐ Maquette 

 ϐ Site-specific

 ϐ Balance 

 ϐ Scale 

 ϐ Contrast 

 ϐ Positive and negative space

RESOURCES

Tom Moore  
http://mooreismore.com 

Public Art Adelaide City Council Action Plan 
2014–2019  
www.adelaidecitycouncil.com/assets/Policies-
Papers/docs/ACTION-PLAN-public-art-2014-19.
pdf 

Adelaide Public Art Map  
www.adelaidecitycouncil.com/assets/
documents/MAP-public-art-in-the-city.pdf 

Public Art – Making it happen  
www.lga.sa.gov.au/webdata/resources/files/
PublicArt_MakingItHappen.pdf 

National Parks South Australia  
www.environment.sa.gov.au  

AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM 

General capabilities 

 ϐ Literacy 

 ϐ Numeracy 

 ϐ Information and Communication Technology 

 ϐ Critical and Creative Thinking 

 ϐ Personal and Social Capability 

Cross-curriculum priorities 

 ϐ Sustainability

THINK & 
DISCUSS

image: Artist Tom Moore in front of his works as featured in the  
2016 Adelaide Biennial of Australia Art: Magic Object 
Art Gallery of South Australia, Adelaide. Photo: Saul Steed
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The Red Room Poetry Object is a free national poetry-writing competition that 
invites students in Years 3–10, and their teachers, to submit poems inspired by 
talismanic objects that are special to them. In 2015, Poetry Object linked over 160 
school communities and published 2560 student and teacher poems. This year, we’re 
thrilled to have South Australian poet, Jill Jones, judging Poetry Object. 

3. AUTOMATIC WRITING

“the whole universe is in your tiny mouth” 
~ Saieesha, Methodist Ladies College 

Automatic writing is like pouring your brain onto the 
page in front of you and sifting through scribbled 
debris to find meaning and relevance. Artists and 
writers often do this before beginning a new work 
to uncover ideas, memories and feelings that fear, 
judgement and distraction can make it impossible 
to hear.

Have nothing in front of you except for a pen, paper 
and your talismanic object. Set a timer for 5 minutes 
and begin writing in response to your object without 
censoring your stream of consciousness.  

 ϐ Write silently. 

 ϐ Write fast. 

 ϐ Keep writing even when your hand gets sore. 

 ϐ When you run out of things to write, keep 
writing. 

 ϐ You might spend a few moments writing 
I don’t know what to write until your 
imagination kicks in again and takes you in a 
new direction. 

 ϐ After 5 minutes take a moment to read 
through your automatic writing and circle 
words or sentences that are interesting, 
unusual, original or meaningful to you. 

THE RED ROOM COMPANY POETRY OBJECT 
COMPETITION CREATIVE LEARNING RESOURCE 

FOR STUDENTS AND TEACHERS.

LAUNCHING APRIL 26TH 2016

redroomcompany.org

1. WHAT IS A TALISMANIC OBJECT?

“My talisman is my shield and my protection”
~ Ana, Glenmore Road Public School

Talismanic objects are felt to be magic and said 
to bring protection or good luck. A talismanic 
object can also be something that has personal 
significance, a long history or is special to you for 
secret reasons. 

Some people carry feathers, heirloom jewelry or 
other palm-sized objects that can be tucked into a 
pocket for safekeeping. 

2. CHOOSE AN OBJECT THAT IS IMPORTANT 
TO YOU

“In my cold hands I clutch my bird book.”
~ Helena, Albuera Street Primary

Walk silently through your room or house and notice 
whether anything invites you to pick it up. 

Your object could be a smooth stone you found 
in a crevice of the playground, a lost tooth, a 
handmade gift, or the worn wooden spoon that 
your grandmother uses to mix your birthday cakes. 

“Hold it to your ear, 
let it breathe out its secrets.  
Its trace of a salty scent, 
hovering poignantly in the air.” 

~ Sian, Glenmore Road Public School

 ϐ Hold it in both hands with your eyes closed 
and notice how it makes you feel. 

 ϐ Sit quietly and listen to the stories it whispers 
when you press it to your ear. 

 ϐ Open your eyes and discover it as if for the 
first time. 

http://redroomcompany.org


4. WAYS OF SEEING/DRAWING 

  “My father’s hand, a map of callouses” 
~ Cameron, Kamaru High School

Draw your object 8 times on the same page in as many 
different ways as you can. 

5. WRITING PROMPTS

 ϐ Write as many obvious adjectives as you can to 
describe your object and collect them into a long 
list. Don’t use any of these words in your poem. 

 ϐ Imagine you have to describe your object to a 
person who is blind or to someone who you are 
talking to over the phone. 

 ϐ Describe the memories that live inside of your 
talismanic object – How did the object find you? 
What special experiences have you shared with 
your object? 

 ϐ Write a poem about your talismanic object 
as fast as you can. Cut out each line and then 
collage it together in a different way. 

 ϐ Write a letter to your object in a secret code. 

6. OVERCOMING CLICHÉS AND USING SPECIFIC 
IMAGERY

“pointy ears like little corn chips, a long snout like 
an ice-cream cone” 

~ Nataha, North Fitzroy Primary

A cliché is a phrase or simile that is so common it has lost any originality or impact having been used  
so many times. 

Complete the table by filling in the cliché before composing your own original or specific image.

STARTER CLICHÉ   YOUR OWN SPECIFIC IMAGERY

Example: As black as night   As black as a trail of ants carrying onyx treasure  

As slow as .............................................................................................  As slow as ..............................................................................................

....................................................................................................................    ...................................................................................................................

As bright as .........................................................................................  As bright as ..........................................................................................

....................................................................................................................    ...................................................................................................................

As smooth as ......................................................................................  As smooth as .......................................................................................

....................................................................................................................    ...................................................................................................................

As strong as ........................................................................................  As strong as .........................................................................................

....................................................................................................................   ....................................................................................................................

As delicate as  ....................................................................................  As delicate as ......................................................................................

....................................................................................................................   ....................................................................................................................

7. WRITE A 20 LINE POEM IN RESPONSE TO YOUR TALISMANIC OBJECT AND ENTER IT INTO 
THE 2016 RED ROOM POETRY OBJECT COMPETITION 

To register for Poetry Object contact Head of Creative Learning, Lilly Blue  
mailto:lilly@redroomcompany.org | 02 9319 5090

*All poems submitted to The Red Room Poetry Object will be published on The Red Room Company’s website and winning/
commended poems will be part of an extensive public exhibition. The Red Room Company is a not-for-profit arts organisation 
that creates unusual and useful poetry projects to transform expectations of, and experiences with, poetry. Red Room Creative 
Learning inspires students and teachers to create, perform and publish poetry. Through in-school residencies and professional 
development we enliven experiences of creative practice by bringing contemporary Australian poets into classrooms across the 
country to run workshops that awaken imaginations, support creative opportunities and meet curriculum outcomes.

mailto:lilly%40redroomcompany.org?subject=REGISTER%202016%20Red%20Room%20Poetry%20Object%20Competition


Curriculum-focused learning programs for early years to senior students and for teachers are created 
and managed by Mark Fischer, a specialist DECD teacher based at the Art Gallery of South Australia. 
Please visit the DECD Outreach Education website for more information.

The 2016 Adelaide Biennial is presented in partnership with the Anne & Gordon Samstag Museum of Art, UniSA, and in association with the Adelaide Festival of Arts.

This project is supported by the Australian Government through the Australia Council, its principal arts funding body, and by the Visual Arts and Craft Strategy, an initiative of 
the Australian, State and Territory Governments.

IN ASSOCIATION WITHPRINCIPAL  
DONOR

http://www.outreacheducation.sa.edu.au

